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One	 of	 the	main	 challenges	 in	making	 any	 further	 advances	 in	 the	 field	 of	 SPR	 biosensing	 is	 in	 the	 detection	 of	 small	
molecules,	low	analyte	concentrations,	and	single	particle	interactions.	To	this	end,	labels	have	been	used	to	amplify	the	
signal	of	this	traditionally	label-free	technique.	The	physical	properties	associated	with	these	labels	can	enhance	the	SPR	
signal	 by	 affecting	 the	 dielectric	 constant	 both	 in	 the	 real	 and	 imaginary	 parts.	 	 In	 this	 paper	we	 have	 taken	 a	 holistic	
approach	to	considering	the	dielectric	properties	of	these	labels	and	their	effect	on	the	minimum	resonance	intensity	(MI)	
is	mapped	for	the	Kretschmann	SPR	configuration.	These	maps	provide	a	way	for	matching	label	properties	for	particular	
SPR	conditions	and	reveal	that	thicker	Au	films	(~65nm)	make	the	MI	method	more	suitable	for	the	detection	of	absorbing	
materials.	Whereas	 the	wavelength	 SPR	at	 50nm	Au	 film	 thickness,	 generates	 a	 shift	 of	 similar	 or	 lower	magnitude	 for	
adsorption	of	the	absorbing	label,	compared	with	BSA	adsorption,	in	the	‘thick’-film	SPR	using	the	MI	format,	the	signal	due	
to	the	non-absorbing	BSA	adsorption	tends	towards	zero	(background),	whereas	the	absorbing	label	produces	a	large	well	
resolved	signal.	

Introduction	
Surface	plasmon	resonance	 (SPR),	as	a	 robust	analysis	 tool	has	

been	 broadly	 used	 in	 the	 measurement	 of	 biological	 or	 chemical	
interactions,	due	to	its	high	sensitivity,	ability	for	label	free	sensing,	
real	time	kinetic	measurements,	and	the	vast	array	of	capture	ligands	
compatible	with	the	sensor	surface1.	The	unique	label-free	character	
benefits	 the	measurements	without	needing	 to	alter	 the	molecule	
chemically	 by	 labelling.	 However,	 this	 ability	 is	 challenged	 when	
measurements	are	required	for	the	detection	of	small	molecules,	low	
analyte	 concentrations	 or	 single	 molecule	 interactions.	 It	 is	 well	
established	that	SPR	supported	on	a	thin	metal	film,	typically	gold,	
has	an	exponentially	decaying	electric	 field	penetration	 into	a	 thin	
layer	 of	 dielectric	 next	 to	 the	 gold	 surface	 of	 ~150nm	 at	 optical	
frequencies,	and	referred	to	as	the	sensing	layer2.	Perturbation	of	the	
complex	 refractive	 index	 within	 this	 sensing	 layer	 alters	 the	 SPR	
conditions	allowing	for	detection	of	analyte	at	the	sensor	surface.	In	
the	cases	of	small	molecule	detection,	the	refractive	index	variation	
within	 the	 sensing	 evanescent	 field	 is	 far	 less	 that	 the	 sensor’s	
sensitivity3.	 Thus,	 to	meet	 the	 sensitivity	 requirements,	 labels	 are	
employed	to	help	enhance	the	sensing	properties.		

The	introduction	of	labels	can	for	example,	amplify	the	signal	by	
mass	 increase.	 Examples	 of	 this	 strategy	 include	 labelling	 with	
proteins4-5,	non-metallic	nanoparticles6,	and	the	use	of	a	sandwich	
assay	 format7.	 The	 larger	 entity	 of	 the	 label	 increases	 the	
perturbation	 in	 the	 real	part	of	 the	 refractive	 index	 in	 the	 sensing	
layer,	 thus	 causing	 the	 signal	 amplification.	However,	 at	 the	 same	
time	if	the	label	is	too	large,	their	steric	hindrance	and	other	surface	
occlusion,	 increases	 the	 possibility	 of	 altering	 reaction	 kinetics	 or	
protein	 function	 as	 well8.	 In	 this	 respect,	 nano-labels	 might	 be	
expected	 to	 show	 less	 perturbation,	 but	 might	 also	 render	 lower	
signal	amplification.	

Thus,	 compared	 with	 these	 labels,	 plasmonic	 metal	 nano-
particles,	 mostly	 taken	 as	 gold,	 are	 rather	 interesting,	 since	 they	
amplify	the	signal	by	a	more	complicated	mechanism.	The	particles	
provide	“nano-platforms”	on	which	many	molecules	can	assemble.	
When	more	“nano-platforms”	go	 into	 the	detection	area,	not	only	
does	 the	 large	 mass	 cause	 the	 signal	 enhancement,	 but	 the	
plasmonic	 coupling	 between	 the	 particles	 and	 the	 thin	 gold	 film	
contributes	 a	 prominent	 amplification	 to	 the	 signal.	 However,	 it	
should	be	noted	that	the	signal	enhancement	caused	by	coupling,	is	
rather	complex	and	varies	with	the	distance	between	the	particle	and	
the	 film9.	 Even	 though	 the	 resonant	 wavelength	 of	 a	 single	 gold	
nanoparticle	shows	a	sharp	red	shift	when	it	approaches	much	closer	
to	the	interface,	the	SPR	on	the	interface	is	hardly	influenced	by	it10.	
With	particle	number	increases,	more	particle	dipoles	are	coupled	to	
their	 image	 field	 inside	 the	 gold	 layer,	which	modifies	 both	 fields.	
Introduction	 of	 the	 metallic	 nanoparticles	 causes	 a	 large	 SPR	
wavelength	shift	which	is	reported	to	enhance	the	sensitivity	to	the	
pM	 range11.	 While	 attention	 may	 be	 focussed	 on	 the	 peak	 SPR	
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wavelength	shift	or	 for	 fixed	wavelength	SPR,	 the	resonance	angle	
shift,	 we	 have	 shown	 that	 the	 classical	 SPR	 format	 can	 provide	 a	
starting	point	 for	more	sensitive	solutions.	As	previously	 reported,	
using	a	theoretical	design	process	employing	evolutionary	algorithms	
(EAs),	an	emergent	population	of	possible	solutions	may	arise	which	
deviate	 from	 the	 classical	 SPR	 Au	 film	 thickness	 of	 ~50nm	 and	
propose	 measurements	 that	 are	 based	 on	 angle,	 wavelength	 or	
phase12.		

However,	one	physical	property,	minimum	reflectance	on	 the	
SPR	 curve	 is	 generally	 ignored.	 The	 occurrence	 of	 SPR	 is	 well	
characterized	as	a	dip	in	the	distribution	curve	of	reflection	vs	angle	
(or	wavelength).		The	property	determining	the	minimum	reflectance	
(denoted	MI	 in	 this	 paper)	 is	 associated	 with	 labels	 that	 have	 an	
absorbing	character.		The	absorbing	imaginary	part	of	the	refractive	
index	not	only	broadens	the	resonance	peak	but	also	varies	the	MI13.	
Besides	 metallic	 nanoparticles,	 the	 absorbing	 properties	 can	 also	
come	 from	 some	 other	 big	 families	 of	 compounds,	 such	 as	 dye	
molecules	or	artificial	fluorescent	proteins,	and	the	practice	of	using	
these	compounds	as	SPR	labels	 is	being	paid	more	attention14-16.	
Nevertheless,	the	combination	of	a	MI	detection	method	with	these	
absorbing	labels	has	been	less	explored.	However,	this	combination	
has	the	following	potential:	1)	it	can	be	designed	to	overwhelm	the	
non-absorbing	 baseline;	 2)	 the	 optical	 properties	 associated	 with	
these	absorbing	labels	can	make	the	measurement	window	tuneable	
to	avoid	background	disturbance;	3)	 the	variations	 in	 the	 intensity	
produce	 opportunities	 for	 SPR	 imaging	 and	 can	 reduce	 the	
component	requirements	for	the	devices	compared	with	angular	or	
wavelength	SPR.	To	this	end,	an	understanding	of	the	MI	distribution	
with	 the	 absorbing	 label’s	 physical	 properties	 is	 necessary	 to	
optimize	the	detection	by	selection	of	the	right	labels.	In	this	paper,	
based	 on	 the	 typical	 Kretschmann	 structure	we	 generalize	 a	map,	
which	shows	the	MI	distribution	with	the	complex	refractive	index.	
Like	 our	 previous	 output	 from	 a	 simple	 genetic	 algorithm,	 where	
isosurfaces	 with	 the	 theoretically	 enhanced	 response	 guide	 the	
design	 of	 the	 SPR	 format	 and	 label/indicator	 properties,	 the	map	
provides	an	intuitionist	method	to	select	the	physical	properties.	As	
for	our	previous	non-classical	SPR	designs,	we	show	that	50nm,	the	
thickness	 of	 gold	 film	 normally	 found	 for	 best	 sensitivity	 in	 the	
wavelength	or	angular	SPR	method,	 is	 the	worst	 for	MI	detection.	
When	 the	 film	 is	 thicker,	 the	 sensitivity	 can	 be	 four	 times	 that	 at	
50nm.		Furthermore,	in	the	detection	of	absorbing	materials,	the	MI	
method	is	even	more	sensitive	on	these	thicker	Au-film	sensing	chips.	
The	impact	of	absorbing	dye	molecules	as	potential	SPR	labels	in	the	
MI	measurement	was	used	here	as	a	model	for	numerical	calculation	
and	experimental	examination.	

Numerical	calculations	
In	Kretschmann’s	structure	light	is	coupled	by	the	prism	to	match	

the	momentum	conservation	condition	with	the	surface	plasmon	at	
the	 interface	 of	 glass/gold.	 Absorbing	 labels	 produce	 the	 third	
enhancement	layer	with	a	complex	dielectric	constant	on	the	metal	
surface.	Phosphate	buffer	solution	is	used	to	provide	and	simulate	a	
typical	 environment	 for	 biological	 measurement.	 In	 this	 glass	

/metal/enhancement	layer/water	structure,	the	optical	properties	of	
each	layer	are	described	as	dielectric	constant, ej	permeability	µj	and	
thickness	hj.	The	transverse	magnetic	(TM)	white	light	illuminates	the	
glass/gold	interface	with	the	specific	angle	to	excite	SPR	after	being	
coupled	 by	 the	 prism.	 At	 each	 interface,	 the	 light	 goes	 through	
transmission	and	reflection,	which	is	based	on	Fresnel	coefficients.	
Hansen17	 derived	 explicit	 formulas	 for	 the	 mean-square	 electric	
fields	 induced	by	electromagnetic	 radiation	 in	 a	N-phase	 stratified	
medium,	 which	 built	 a	 foundation	 to	 trace	 the	 reflection	 and	
transmission	layer	by	layer.	The	tangential	fields	at	the	first	boundary	
are	related	to	the	final	boundary	were	numerically	calculated	by	the	
following	equation,	

  
  �������(1) 

where,	M" =
cos β" ()

*+
sin β"

−iq" sin β" cos β"
	,		

q" = µ" ε2 cosθ", 		β" = 2π h λ ξ",			

		ξ" = n2cosθ" = n"; − n<;sin;θ<	

							The	derived	reflection	coefficient	of	the	parallel	polarization	is	as	
the	following,	

r∥ =
m<< + m<;qA q< − (m;< + m;;qA)
m<< + m<;qA q< + (m;< + m;;qA)

	

The	reflectance	is		R∥ = r∥
;
.	

							In	the	calculations	presented	here,	the	incident	angle	θ1	is	set	to	
be	72	°	which	is	within	the	range	of	allowed	angles	for	SPR	coupling.	
The	 thickness	 of	 the	 sensing	 layer	 (ie	 the	 absorbing	 layer	 or	 label	
layer)	was	set	to	be	1.5	nm,	and	the	thickness	of	the	gold	layer	was	
set	 as	 specified	 with	 each	 result.	 The	 reflectance	 curves	 were	
calculated	with	respect	to	wavelength	and	a	Lorenz	fit	was	applied	to	
locate	the	minimum	and	its	reflection	value.	The	real	and	imaginary	
parts	of	the	refractive	index	were	varied	to	create	the	MI	maps.	

Materials	and	method	
Bovine	serum	albumin	(BSA),	phosphate	buffer	and	fluorescent	

red	635	maleimide	(λex=640nm±5nm)	were	purchased	from	Sigma-
Aldrich.	Unless	 otherwise	 stated,	 all	 solutions	were	 prepared	with	
ultra-pure	MilliQ	water	(resistance	>	18	MW).		
							The	 home	 built	 spectral	 SPR	 setup	 was	 used	 for	 the	
measurements	 whose	 details	 were	 described	 elsewhere9.	 The	
experimental	 procedure	 was	 as	 the	 following.	 After	 washing	 with	
ultra-high	pure	water	(UHP),	phosphate	buffer	was	injected	into	the	
flow	cell	 to	obtain	a	base	 line.	Then	1mg/ml	BSA	 inbuffer	 solution	
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was	injected	and	allowed	to	run	for	~30	minutes	to	adsorb	onto	the	
Au	 chips	 and	 provide	 a	 matrix	 for	 the	 attachment	 of	 FR635	 dye	
molecules.	BSA	 in	 the	bulk	solution	was	 removed	by	washing	with	
phosphate	 buffer	 after	which	 2µg/mlFR635	 in	 buffer	 solution	was	
injected	into	the	flow	cell.	The	assimilation	of	FR635	was	detected	by	
both	 shifts	 in	 resonance	 wavelength	 and	 changes	 in	 the	 peak	
absorption.			

Results	and	Discussion	
Map	of	the	MI	distribution	

The	MI	 distribution	with	 both	 real	 and	 imaginary	 parts	 of	 the	
complex	refractive	index	is	mapped	as	shown	in	Fig.1	(a)	for	a	gold	
layer	of	thickness	60nm.	The	x	and	y	axes	are	the	real	and	imaginary	
parts	of	 the	complex	refractive	 index	respectively.	 In	 the	map,	 the	
colour	of	each	point	located	at	(x,y)	illustrates	the	MI	value	when		the	
enhancement	layer’s	refractive	index	is	set	as	x+iy.	The	value	scale	is	
shown	in	the	colour	bar.	In	the	red	areas	of	the	map,	MI	tends	to	be	
1.0,	which	indicates	that	no	SPR	can	be	excited.	Thus,	the	dyes	whose	
refractive	index	are	in	these	areas	are	not	suitable	to	be	SPR	labels.	
In	contrast,	in	the	blue	areas	of	the	map,	MI	tends	to	the	value	of	0,	
which	is	associated	with	sharp	SPR	curves.	Two	axes	of	x=0	and	y=0	
separate	 the	 map	 into	 4	 quadrants	 labelled	 as	 I-IV.	 	 In	 the	 first	
quadrant,	 the	 real	 and	 imaginary	 parts	 of	 the	 refractive	 index	 are	
both	 positive.	 These	 values	 are	 associated	 with	 many	 common	
absorbing	materials,	whose	absorbing	properties	cause	energy	loss	
when	light	interacts	with	them.	In	the	fourth	quadrant,	the	negative	
imaginary	 part	 can	 cause	 an	 amplification	 of	 light	 which	 is	 often	
associated	with	materials	providing	the	gain	medium	of	lasers.	The	
second	and	the	third	quadrants	have	negative	real	parts;	this	might	
include	 the	 properties	 of	 artificial	 nanostructures,	 for	 example	
metamaterials.	 However,	 for	 these	materials,	 permeability µ is	 no	
longer	1.	So,	it	should	be	noted	that	these	two	quadrants	in	the	map	
cannot	be	equated	with	those	structures.		

In	the	map,	it	can	be	seen	that	there	is	a	line	at	y=0,	across	which	
a	small	variation	in	the	imaginary	part	can	cause	an	obvious	colour	
change.	In	contrast,	no	obvious	change	is	illustrated	along	the	line	(ie	
with	change	in	value	of	x),	which	indicates	that	that	MI	method	is	not	
sensitive	to	the	non-absorbing	materials.	Several	interesting	colour	
borders	 are	 identified	 by	 the	 direction	 of	 arrows	 A-C	 and	 the	
corresponding	SPR	curves	are	shown	in	Fig.1	(b)-(d).	Along	arrow	A,	
the	SPR	follows	the	passage	from	water,	with	the	refractive	index	of	
1.333,	providing	the	background	curve	as	shown	in	blue	(Fig.	1	(b)),	
and	then	the	addition	of	an	absorbing	material,	causing	an	increase	
in	 the	 imaginary	part,	which	not	only	broadens	 the	curve	but	also	
raises	 the	 MI.	 This	 property	 points	 to	 a	 format	 that	 is	 rather	
insensitive	to	layers	of	non-adsorbing	material	(increase	in	value	of	
x)	on	 the	 surface,	but	which	 	 “switches	on”	 the	 signal	by	 labelling	
absorbing	materials	(increase	in	value	of	y).		Arrow	B	follows	a	similar	
trend,	but	moves	from	a	higher	to	a	lower	area	of	MI.	

Another	 interesting	 area	 is	 pointed	 out	 by	 arrow	C.	When	 the	
imaginary	part	is	kept	constant,	the	changes	caused	in	the	real	part	
of	the	refractive	index	increase	the	MI	shown	in	Fig.1	(d),	but	cause	

almost	 no	 change	 in	 wavelength.	 This	 characteristic	 suggests	
applications	where	the	surface	is	first	modified	by	an	absorbing	layer,	
whose	function	is	to	act	as	an	amplifier	for	non-absorbing	overlayers.	
So,	 the	 addition	 of	 analytes	 will	 switch	 on	 the	 DMI	 signal	 by	 a	
contribution	 to	 the	 real	 part	 of	 the	 refractive	 index.	 Note	 should	
however	be	paid	to	the	sharp	movement	into	the	red	area	of	the	map	
from	this	area,	since	no	SPR	occurs,	as	shown	by	the	blue	curve	 in	
Fig.1(d).		

Based	on	 the	 above	discussion,	 there	 are	opportunities	 to	 use	
these	properties	either	by	adopting	an	adsorbing	material	as	a	label,	
or	by	modifying	the	base	Au	SPR	surface	with	an	absorbing	overlying	
film	and	then	detecting	the	binding	of	non-adsorbing	analytes	on	top	
of	that	modified	surface.	In	both	cases	the	areas	close	to	the	axes	of	
x=0	and	y=0	are	of	most	interest.	Many	perturbations	added	around	
the	axes	will	cause	the	MI	colour	change	between	dark	and	light	blue.	
It	is	rather	obvious	to	deduce	that	if	the	dark	blue	band	is	narrower,	
the	detection	sensitivity	can	be	higher.	To	explore	this,	we	expanded	
the	calculation	further,	by	varying	the	thickness	of	gold	film	since	the	
evanescent	field	drops	exponentially	within	it.		

	Thicker	films	sharpen	the	areas	

The	MI	distributions	 for	gold	 film	thickness	 from	30	 -70nm	are	
shown	 in	 Fig.2.	 There	 is	 a	 clear	boundary	 line	 close	 to	 y=0.	But	at	
50nm	(and	to	a	lesser	extent	40nm),	y=0	lies	in	the	middle	of	a	dark	
blue	zone	so	no	obvious	change	can	be	noticed	in	MI	with	increase	
or	 decrease	 in	 the	 imaginary	 part	 of	 the	 refractive	 index.	 This	 is	
especially	interesting	since	it	is	the	normal	thickness	for	classical	SPR.	
So,	contrary	to	the	normal	format	for	the	wavelength	or	angular	SPR	
method,	the	map	in	Fig.2	(c)	indicates	that	the	50nm	Au	thickness	is	
the	worst	thickness	to	be	used	 in	monitoring	MI	change	due	to	an	
absorbing	label.	With	Au	thickness	increase,	the	colour	bands	narrow	
towards	the	centre	and	the	axes.	When	the	thickness	is	more	than	
50nm,	 the	 maps	 change	 into	 “windmill”	 shapes	 and	 sharpen	 the	

	

Figure	1:	MI	map	and	the	SPR	curves	at	specific	areas	pointed	to	by	arrows	A-C.	
(a)	The	MI	map	for	gold	film	of	thickness	60nm.	The	map	was	calculated	based	
on	the	wavelength	SPR	method.	Maps	from	the	angular	SPR	method	were	also	
calculated.	(See	supplementary	information)	(b)-(d)	The	SPR	curves	pointed	to	
by	the	arrows	A,B,C	on	the	map	in	(a).	
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borders.	 This	 phenomenon	 suggests	 a	 potential	 for	 improved	
sensitivity	using	this	method	and	it	can	be	seen	that	at	70nm	Au,	in	
quadrant	 I,	changes	similar	to	those	 indicated	by	arrow	A	and	C	 in	
Fig.1	(a),	cause	a	bigger	change	 in	MI	for	a	smaller	perturbation	 in	
imaginary	or	real	part	of	the	refractive	index. 	

Experimental	 testing	 of	 Fluorescent	 red	 FR635	 as	 the	 absorbing	
label	

						A	wavelength	SPR	setup	was	employed	with	the	aim	to	provide	
an	easy	matching	of	the	optical	band	to	the	absorbing	properties	of	
the	dye,	simply	by	setting	the	right	incident	angle.	In	this	experiment,	
fluorescent	 red	 FR635	 with	 extinction	 peak	 wavelength	
λex=640nm±5nm	was	chosen	as	the	absorbing	label.	Being	set	at	72	
degrees,	 the	 SPR	 excitation	 wavelength	 is	 ~632nm.	 The	 binding	
between	BSA	 (a	non-absorbing	material)	 and	 FR635	 (an	 absorbing	

material)	 was	 measured	 and	 recorded	 by	 monitoring	 both	
wavelength	and	MI	shifts	at	the	same	time,	as	shown	in	Fig.3.	In	this	
figure,	 the	 same	 interaction	 was	 measured	 on	 SPR	 chips	 with	
different	 thickness	 of	 gold	 film.	 The	 first	 layer	 used	 was	 BSA	 and	
adsorption	to	the	Au	layer	was	followed;	this	was	followed	by	FR635	
labelling.	As	shown	in	Fig.3,	after	washing	by	ultra-high	pure	water,	
phosphate	buffer	was	 injected	to	get	a	baseline	and	then	BSA	and	
Fr635	 were	 deposited.	 The	 peak	 extinction	 shown	 in	 Fig.3	 was	
extracted	 from	 a	 real-time	 optical	 density(OD)	measurement	 (See	
supplementary	 information).	 As	 suggested	 by	 Fig.1	 (b)-(d),	 for	 the	
SPR	reflection	curve,	the	MI	associated	with	the	extinction	peak	(1.0-
MI)	 provides	 a	 considerably	 enhanced	 measurement	 of	 the	
adsorbing	compound,	but	is	rather	insensitive	to	the	non-adsorbing	
BSA.

		

	

Figure	2.		The	MI	distribution	mapped	with	the	complex	refractive	index	at	different	thickness	of	gold	films.	In	the	map	the	x		axis	and	y	axis	are	respectively	the	
real	part	and	the	imaginary	part	of	the	complex	refractive	index	of	the	enhancement	layer	on	the	gold	film,	at	each	point	the	colour	shows	MI	extracted	from	the	
SPR	curves.	(a)	–	(e)	The	thickness	of	gold	film	is	30nm,40nm,50nm,60nm	and	70nm	respectively.	
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At	 the	 thickness	<	50nm	Au,	 the	presence	of	absorbing	FR635	
causes	a	positive	shift	 in	MI	while	at	the	thickness	>	50nm,	the	MI	
makes	a	reverse	shift	in	response	to	the	adding	of	FR635.	This	result	
agrees	well	with	 the	 theoretical	 curves	 as	 shown	 in	 Fig.2	 and	 the	
earlier	 discussion.	 The	 colour	 changes	 from	 light	 to	 dark	 blue	 at	
thickness=40nm	 in	 the	heat	map	 (Fig.	 2)	while	 at	 the	 thickness	 of	
60nm	or	70nm	(figs	1	and	2)	the	colour	changes	from	dark	to	light.	
The	thickness	of	~50nm	is	the	turning	point	boundary	where	the	MI	
change	shifts	to	the	opposite	direction.	Thus,	at	this	turning	point	the	
change	in	MI	is	potentially	smaller.	However,	it	should	be	noted	that	
in	all	these	films	(even	at	50nm)	the	MI	method	shows	a	rather	large	
relative	 shift	 in	 the	presence	of	 the	absorbing	material,	 compared	

with	the	non-absorbing	material,	bovine	serum	albumin	(BSA).	This	
selection	and	amplification	of	the	signal	due	the	absorbing	material	
can	be	a	highly	desirable	feature	for	design	of	a	biosensor	platform.	
Furthermore,	 contrary	 to	 the	 proposed	 MI	 method,	 it	 is	 not	
surprising	to	see	that	the	wavelength	method	loses	detection	ability	
as	the	thickness	moves	away	from	the	optimum	50nm,	as	seen	in	(c)	
and	 (d)	 for	 ~57nm	 and	 ~65nm.	 The	 data	 comparison	 in	 Fig.3	
therefore	indicates	that	the	MI	method	may	be	more	suitable	for	the	
detection	of	absorbing	materials,	since	1)	it	is	more	tolerant	to	the	
Au	thickness	of	the	sensor	chips;	2)	it	provides	a	rather	large	relative	
shift	which	can	give	a	better	signal	to	noise	against	the	non-absorbing	
background.	

	

	Figure	3.	Experimental	results	for	the	simultaneous	monitoring	by	peak	extinction	(1-MI)	and	wavelength	SPR	methods.	Samples	using	different	thickness	of	gold	
film	(a-d)	were	used.	Each	step	seen	in	the	wavelength	plot	corresponds	to	the	injection	of	pure	water,	phosphate	buffer,	BSA	and	Fr635	respectively	(see	labelling	
for	the	wavelength	plot	in	(a)).	The	corresponding	sequence	of	steps	are	overlay	on	the	peak	extinction	plats,	but	some	of	the	steps	for	non-absorbing	compounds	
are	not	distinguishable	in	these	plots	at	some	thicknesses.	The	arrow	in	each	curve	indicates	the	injection	of	Fr635.	(a)-(d)The	same	measurement	carried	out	with	
the	thickness	of	gold	film	is	~43nm,~50nm,~57nm	and	~65nm.	
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	To	 further	 explore	 the	 detection	 format,	 we	 come	 back	 to	
comparing	 Fig	 3	 with	 the	 experimental	 outcome.	 The	 addition	 of	
absorbing	FR635	solution	caused	~2nm	wavelength	shift	and	~0.02	
absorption	 shift	 at	 50nm	Au.	 To	 remove	 ambiguity	 caused	 by	 the	
difference	in	the	units,	the	respective	binding	curves	were	examined	
and	 the	 kinetic	 coefficient	 was	 used	 to	 make	 a	 comparison	 (See	
supplementary	 information).	 	 Kinetic	 measurements	 are	 a	 typical	
outcome	of	SPR	experiments,	so	that	their	comparison	using	these	
different	SPR	formats	provides	further	 insight	to	the	measurement	
potential.	Since	interaction	with	the	surface	can	exhibit	a	change	in	
SPR	wavelength,	angle,	phase	or	MI	shift,	the	sensorgram	from	each	
of	these	parameters	should	hold	the	information	of	association	and	
dissociation	constants	Ka	and	Kd.	KD	(which	is	the	ratio	between	Ka	
and	Kd)	is	usually	used	to	evaluate	the	equilibrium	status.	This	kinetic	
coefficient	 is	 supposed	 to	 be	 independent	 of	 the	 measurement	
method	when	it	is	optimised.	Based	on	the	sensorgrams,	a	non-linear	
least	square	fitting	was	used	to	obtain	KD	for	the	dynamic	interaction	
model18.	The	fitting	result	is	shown	in	table	1.		

In	this	table,	the	wavelength	method	at	the	thickness	of	50nm	
is	 used	 as	 a	 reference	 due	 to	 its	 wide	 existing	 application	 in	 bio-
interaction	 analysis.	 Interestingly,	 the	 MI	 method	 at	 thicknesses	

away	 from	 50nm	 offer	 a	 comparable	 result	 with	 the	 wavelength	
method,	but	 the	 result	 is	 significantly	different	at	 the	 thickness	of	
50nm;	the	KD	measured	under	these	conditions	is	~3.2	times	of	the	
reference.	 Reference	 to	 the	 binding	 curves	 and	 figures	 1	 and	 2	
provide	a	rationale	for	this	apparent	‘outlier’.	It	can	be	seen	that	the	
peak	extinction	plots	in	3c	and	3d	that	produce	a	fast	initial	binding	
response	followed	by	a	gradual	increasing	DMI;	reference	to	figure	1	
correlates	 this	 with	 the	 pathway	 for	 arrow	 A.	 	 In	 contrast,	 the	
equivalent	 curves	 in	 3a	 and	 3b	 quickly	 reach	 a	 plateau.	 	 This	 is	
consistent	 with	 figure	 2(b)	 and	 (c)	 where	 a	 similar	 pathway	 as	
travelled	in	arrow	A	suggests	a	fast	initial	change	in	MI	(into	the	dark	
blue	region)	but	subsequent	changes	 in	dielectric	properties	cause	
no	 further	 change	 in	 MI.	 This	 presents	 no	 issue	 if	 the	 binding	 is	
confined	 to	 changes	 in	dielectric	 at	 the	beginning	of	 the	 response	
curve.	 	 For	 example,	 the	 inset	 in	 Fig.4	 shows	 that	 the	MI	 changes	
linearly	with	the	imaginary	part	of	the	refractive	index.		However,	we	
can	 see	 in	 figure	 3b	 that	 whereas	 the	 wavelength	 measurement	
reveals	the	dissociation	of	FR635,	the	peak	extinction	curve	does	not.		
This	 suggests	 that	 the	 dissociation	 curve	 is	 ‘invisible’,	 because	 the	
decrease	 in	the	 imaginary	component	of	the	dielectric	stays	 in	the	
“dark	 blue	 area”	 of	 the	map,	 despite	 its	 decrease.	 	 Therefore,	 an	
understanding	of	 the	position	on	 the	heatmaps	 is	 critical	 to	being	
able	to	obtain	and	interpret	meaningful	data.		Heatmaps	generated	
for	 the	 change	 in	wavelength	 rather	 than	MI	 also	 have	 regions	 of	
linear	dielectric	response	surrounded	by	areas	of	poor	sensitivity	and	
variable	sensitivity,	so	this	knowledge	of	the	heatmap	profile	for	the	
system	is	essential	to	the	effective	full	use	of	the	technique.	

The	 slope	 of	 the	 line	 from	 the	 insert	 in	 Figure	 4	 is	 extracted	
whose	absolute	value	is	used	as	the	sensitivity.	The	slops	obtained,	
are	plotted	against	the	Au	film	thickness	in	Fig.4	and	we	see	that	at	a	
thickness	of	~50nm,	the	sensitivity	is	~0.05,	whereas	for	both	thinner	
and	thicker	Au	films,	the	sensitivity	increases	in	opposite	directions.	
At	a	thickness	of	65nm,	the	sensitivity	is	~4	times	higher.	From	this	
figure	and	the	discussion	above,	we	can	infer	that	for	the	MI	method	
it	 is	 advantageous	 to	 deviate	 as	 far	 as	 possible	 from	 the	 classical	
wavelength	SPR	optimum	gold	thickness,	bounded	by	film	thickness	
able	 to	 excite	 SPR	 in	 the	 Kretschmann	 configuration.	 The	
experimental	data	in	Fig.3	agree	well	with	these	ratios	for	different	

	

Figure	4.	The	sensitivity	at	different	thickness	of	gold	film.	The	inset	shows	
a	linear	relationship	between	MI	and	the	imaginary	part,	obtained	from	
the	map.	The	slopes	at	different	thickness	so	obtained	were	plotted	as	the	
sensitivities.	

Table	1:	Equilibrium	dissociation	constant	(KD)	for	FR635	to	BSA	on	gold,	measured	by	wavelength	and	MI	SPR	methods	

method	 Wavelength 

Thickness=50nm 

MI 

Thickness=43nm 

MI 

Thickness=50nm 

MI 

Thickness=57nm 

MI 

Thickness=65nn 

KD	(µM)	 0.0475	 0.0544	 0.1517	 0.0565	 0.0495	
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thicknesses	and	point	to	a	conclusion	that	for	a	thicker	gold	film	(for	
example,	as	required	to	be	able	to	configure	the	Au	surface	for	both	
electrochemistry	and	SPR),	the	MI	method	may	be	more	suitable	for	
the	detection	of	absorbing	molecules.	

Conclusion	
The	 development	 of	 bio-	 and	 nano-	 technology	 enriches	 the	

potential	 labelling	 options	 with	 complex	 optical	 properties.	 These	
properties	 can	 be	 associated	 with	 the	 SPR	 sensing	 technique	 by	
affecting	the	dielectric	constant	in	both	the	real	and	imaginary	parts.	
This	 results	 in	 variations	 of	 SPR	wavelength,	 angle,	 phase	 and	MI.	
Many	 classical	 dyes	 also	 have	 dielectric	 properties	 that	will	 cause	
changes	 to	both	 the	 real	 and	 imaginary	parts	of	 the	dielectric	but	
their	potential	has	not	been	widely	exploited	because	they	generally	
produce	only	minor	perturbation	of	the	SPR	wavelength	or	angle	for	
optimal	50nm	Au	film	SPR	chips.	Nevertheless,	such	materials	have	
been	 explored	 previously	 using	 simple	 evolutionary	 algorithms	 to	
predict	 useful	 material	 properties	 and	 non-classical	 measurement	
regimes	were	proposed	to	achieve	the	most	significant	outcomes12.	
In	this	work	we	have	taken	a	more	holistic	approach	to	considering	
the	 dielectric	 properties	 of	 these	 dyes	 and	 the	 new	 engineered	
absorbing	 materials	 with	 their	 luminescent	 functions,	 to	 consider	
their	capability	as	labels	or	amplification	layers.	Their	effect	on	the	
MI	are	mapped	in	this	paper.	These	maps	provide	a	way	for	matching	
label	 or	 layer	 properties	 for	 particular	 SPR	 conditions	 and	 suggest	
that	an	Au	film	thickness	that	is	thicker	than	currently	used	should	
be	considered	in	these	cases.	For	example,	for	the	thicker	gold	film	
(~65nm),	 the	 MI	 method	 is	 more	 suitable	 for	 the	 detection	 of	
absorbing	 materials	 against	 a	 non-absorbing	 background.	 This	
suggests	 a	 stronger	 potential	 to	 be	 able	 to	 visualize	 both	 bio-
macromolecules	and,	smaller	molecular	weight	compounds	with	SPR	
imaging.		

Supplementary	materials	
							See	 supplementary	 material	 for	 the	 calculation	 of	 peak	
absorption	and	KD.	
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1. MI	map	calculated	based	on	angular	SPR	 	
In	this	glass	/metal/enhancement	layer/water	structure,	the	optical	properties	of	each	layer	are	
described	as	dielectric	constant, ej	permeability	mj	and	thickness	hj.	The	transverse	magnetic	(TM)	
He-Ne	laser	with	a	fixed	wavelength	of	633nm	illuminates	the	glass/gold	interface.	SPR	exhibits	as	
a	 dip	 in	 the	 distribution	 curve	 of	 reflection	 vs	 incident	 angle.	 At	 each	 interface,	 the	 light	 goes	
through	transmission	and	reflection,	which	is	based	on	Fresnel	coefficients.	The	MI	on	the	SPR	was	
extracted	and	mapped	with	both	real	and	imaginary	parts	of	the	complex	refractive	index	as	shown	
in	the	following.	

	
Figure	 S-3.	 MI	 maps	 based	 on	 angular	 SPR	 with	 the	 excitation	 wavelength	 at	 633nm	 for	 the	
thickness	of	gold	film	is	30nm,	40nm,	50nm,	60nm	and	70nm	respectively.	
	
2. Peak	absorption	extracted	from	OD	measurement	
To	reduce	the	uncertainty	caused	by	the	procedure	during	the	gold	film	deposition,	each	chip	was	
calibrated	 first	 by	 its	 own	 reflection	 illuminated	 at	 the	 electric	 field	 set	 to	 be	 perpendicular	
polarization	 (transverse	 electric,	 TE),	 at	 which	 no	 SPR	 can	 be	 excited	 and	 provide	 a	 reference	
spectrum	of	the	illumination	source	as	I0.	Then	the	excitation	was	set	to	be	a	parallel	polarization	
(transverse	magnetic,	TM),	in	which	the	SPR	occurs	shown	with	a	typical	dip	in	the	spectrum,	as	I.	
The	OD	was	calculated	based	on	these	two	spectrum	and	recorded	in	real	times	shown	(c),	with	
the	equation	(1),	

OD=log $%
$
	 	 ………………………….	 	 	 (1)	

The	peak	absorption	was	extracted	from	the	absorption	spectrum	calculated	from	equation	(1)	by	
the	following,	

absorption = 1.0 − 3.4
3456

	 ……………(2)	

	
	



	
	 Figure	 S-1.	 Peak	 absorption	 calculated	 from	optical	 density(OD).	 (a)	 Reflection	 spectrum	with	
different	deposition	when	illuminated	by	perpendicular	polarization	(TE)	or	parallel	polarization	
(TM);	(b)	Optical	density	obtained	from	(a);	(c)	Real	time	OD	recording	data;	(d)	Peak	absorption	
calculated	from	OD.	

	
3.	Nonlinear	least	squares	fitting	the	sensorgram	
SPR	detection	method	holds	the	advantage	to	determine	the	kinetics	of	the	binding.	Based	on	the	
different	ligate	concentrations	be	analyzed,	a	single	value	for	the	association	and	dissociation	rate	
constants	can	be	determined	by	 linear	 transformation.	Further	Daniel	 18	developed	 the	kinetics	
analysis	by	nonlinear	least	squares	fitting	the	sensorgram.	The	sensorgram	was	directly	analyzed	
in	terms	of	the	integrated	form	of	the	rate	equation	as	the	following,	 	

R8 =
Ck;R<;= 1 − e?(ABCDBE)8

Ck; + kH
	

The	kinetics	KD	is	calculated	as	Kd/Ka,	which	are	the	nonlinear	fitting	results	of	the	sensorgram.	


